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Democracy is a failure and these are the words of the first and wisest person of his time Plato
who has lived in the 'golden age' of City State democracy.
Aka where only the land owners, the highly intelligent, and those who gave important input in
society did vote in the golden age democracy. So it was way closer to aristocracy by today's
standards, not to democracy of today's standards. The jews named the system of control today
as "Democracy" while indeed it's just Goyimocracy or the control of the controlled goyim made
into state art.
If Plato lived today he would not move to the Italian coast, he would probably have committed
suicide.
And still it went to crap because of major deception by the so called 'politicians' in his time
because politicians back then were already not doing any spiritual practice or had a majorly
developed character. Today you can inject 10 million illegals in your country, and get them to
vote to elect you. Or you can bring infinite amounts of foreign breeding demographic to take
over the native land by the so called 'electoral system' of a said nation. Like how Muslims took
over London.
By the way, the major motto of the Ancient Greeks was not "Democracy" but the promise of the
following words: "I take the state in my hands and I promise to deliver it bigger, wealthier, and
more powerful". This was given as part of an oath by the rulers. Doesn't sound very mediocre
democratic to me. Because ancient democracy was not the democracy of nowadays.
Today the oath this: "Before the elder of Zion Soros, and his affiliated reptiles of the ponytron, I
will deliver the land in debt, fill it with foreigners, and create a more confused environment so
the jews can thrive, all while fooling the populace for as long as possible." Then they put their
hand on the bible which is the physical blueprint of this plant and call it a day. Democracy in the
21st century.
In Democracy all one has to be is famous and know how to manipulate the masses. In most
cases no logical appeal is required either as now everyone votes and the majority of people do
not really think, they emote.
Many people wanted to vote Hillary because she has a vagina and she is a grandma. And many
people voted Obama simply because of the cheesy aspect of his skin color and nothing else.
Obama's reign was a consistent war and operations that killed thousands of people, but Obama
was soft spoken of a reptile, and therefore he got the Nobel Peace prize.
During Trump's reign though he hasn't been at war or deploying anyone, and he is constantly
attacked as racist and so forth. Trump is called a dicator simply because he is trying to make a
couple things done. Which he may or not even be able to make because of how the state is
designed.
Rulers of democracy are just for decorative purposes. Their underlings, fiscal policy handlers,

and the international markets can whore out instantly and so called democratic politician. The
power of the banking system just pales down completely the power of the so called 'politicians'.
The mastery of the democratic politician is deception of the masses, making false promises, and
never relaying anything complex or logical since the mass cannot absorb it. It's by no
coincidence the jews have been praising what they have named as democracy today.
If we are to assume there is no voting fraud, then the people voted for their leader. And this
vote, when shit hits the fan, is used to guilt trip the populace in that it's responsible when these
people act on their own will and behalf.
Sort of how Swedes are told it's their fault their country is getting destroyed because the
politicians brought in endless dross of people. But the Swedes did not really vote for this nor
one can blame the average person can be blamed for not being as foreseeing. It's not the job of
the simple people to understand complex political planning or see 100 years from the time they
exist, this is what politicians should ideally be for.
Democracy is cowardly in that it blames the victims for what it claims they themselves caused
by their vote. And not the politicians, as these are able to escape with whatever crime they do,
based on the fact 'people elected them' and that 'this was the will of the people and what people
wanted'. It is a sissified system manifested.
You can do all sorts of existential crimes upon the populace and the populace will just wait 4-5
more years to 're-elect' someone else, a guy who will be blaming everyone before him, and
achieve literally nothing. Then after this guy fucks up, you have to wait another 5 years to elect
another guy, who may be in complete opposition to the last 2, and just bring back the
development by 20 years. Then you can happen to have a slaver retard, who will ruin all the
efforts of the last 30 years, and you will wait 5 years more in order to gamble again on someone
who might make things right again, with a plan that needs 20 years more.
And this guy that will want to make things right will have 40 years of slavery and all the world's
markets and dumb mediocre goyim to counter in order to make anything happen, all of whose
opinion he will have to respect. And from all whose hatred he or she will have to run from
constantly. And half of his democratic party basis will be traitors and opportunists who can backstab him at anytime, since in Democratic political parties there are no real ideological bonds.
Then the guy that wants to do any good has to either go Hitler mode and risk having a world war
done to them, or let his people rot. Sort of like Saddam and Qaddafi ended up not a long time
ago. Or how Assad is today. And the people may love this guy but the world will hate them
because the world is controlled by the same gang of sponsors that wanted to control his very
country and who have this person surrounded.
It's ironic even in these cases of people like that when they are elected, the so called "Elections
are holy" democrats, are just attacking them endlessly. This is because elections are just
bullshit they are only valid when jews get who they want in place. When they do not, the whole
system has an outcry to invalidate the outcome of elections. Such as what happened with
Trump. Trump got democratically elected and by margin. Same thing was the case with
Bolsonaro who got around 55% of the vote. But none of these elections were respected simply
because they did not get the desired candidates in power.

This is because we do not have any actual democracy in place. If there was democracy, nobody
would really whine of all these outlets, and they would accept the outcome and move on. When
what the global order of jews doesn't get what it wants it shouts racism and populism.
Populism they whine especially when any politician comes in with a couple of feelings of
compassion towards the existence of their people. So they are a populist. Then you have Nazi
and whatever else the jewish mind can generate to accuse these people of evil.
Also Democracy applied so the poor and many opportunists can gain power simply has the
result these materialistic people just get in power and ransack nations in full, aside the already
ruling rich class which was the runner of democracy for around 3 centuries now. Democracy is
now who puts the most money to influence an election and it's outcome. While if the rich get in
power, all that is going on is they just expand their personal pockets, the poor find an
opportunity to steal.
It's rare to have honest idealists there as simply in democracy all you do is beg the populace to
accept your ideals, and the populace just is controlled externally by ideas from the press, media,
religion, and infinite other sectors who can easily pervert the minds of people and therefore
control all democratic process and who will be elected.
Democracy in multiculturalism just creates a weak nation state in which every racial gang and
every so called 'interest group' is just leveraging power on the state to make it do as it pleases,
at the expense of someone else in the said nation. There is infinitude of interests but the final
result is that some interest class or two always reign supreme and impose state policy as they
see fit. Jews are an example here as a 5th collumn of control and betrayal to all countries.
Therefore the other interest groups are just left on the corner and in reality we do not have
Democracy but only in name, we have rule of a caste on another caste. People complain about
the rich reigning over the poor but if one looks beyond the rich and the bankers one is simply
talking jews in majority and a couple shabbos goyim.
Lastly Hitler rose by elections but he was very clear he wasn't intending to instate such a system
of democracy afterwards. As Plato stated the ideal ruling would be an aristocratic council of
aristocrats, not those of financial standing, but they soul and the spiritual practices. What many
people also forget is that Hitler was a millionaire when he got in power which today with how the
money is he was possibly one of the billionaire types of his era. And ironically all he did was just
funnel all the money back into the country he did serve.
All that Hitler gained for all his work were a total of 3 houses, one in Vienna (his mothers), the
Eagle's Nest (the party gave this house for Hitler as private headquarters) and another small
apartment in Berlin. All the other things were given by people willingly to him as gifts. Now tell
me how many such things were given willingly to Dilma in Brazil...as gifts...LOL.
Today if you open the dossier of most politicians like Wolfgang Schaeuble the financial minister
of Germany he is reputed of owning half of the Turkish coast basically. And to be one of the
guys who were pushing of integration of Turkey in the EU (which would cause extinction of
native Europeans simply by force of numbers) so he could have personal benefit. Very

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC of him.
By a huge coincidence all the other dictators of countries were the same, mostly frugal people in
most cases. The dictator of Greece in the 70's was a similar type, same is Assad today. Nobody
can blame them for any financial deficits or financial destruction or thieving. In the 70's the
Greek dictatorship had a policy where if policians did steal public wealth they would even be
killed.
For some reason these people do not engage in what is the ultimate evil of stealing and selling
out a nation and it's wealth. While all the good democrats are willing to get paid some millions
by Soros to open the gates and let all the prisons of mordor emptied come in to murder so they
can fuck hookers and snort cocaine in their 70's with couple viagra. And this is what you get
when there is no enlightened leadership.
There is also a lie in regards to Hitler that he was using dictatorial power. One does not go in
front of millions naked to exercise dictatorial power. Hitler appealed to logic and understanding.
This is why Hitler ruled by the power of speech and not by the power of violent suppression as
claimed. A dictator can never appear in front of the people he abuses and speak to them as he
will be killed. Hitler's long speeches also explain to the populace the course of decisions, which
many "Democratic" politicians do not even bother doing.
When was the last time the jew Merkel explained in any reasonable way why she is making
Germany a 3rd world migrant shithole? Just loose statements about 'economy needing a boost'
you do not need be a scientists as jews claim you can understand if you bring in people and you
pay them 50,000$ a year so they don't do anything, you're not fixing any economy. So no logical
explanation can be given without deceit here. And the people figure it out so now they go
towards 'populism' aka rule of common sense at least.
Hitler also achieved what he wanted without violence such as creating normal welfare state
without threats upon the rich and displacing them, but just forcing them to cooperate with and
elevate those in the lower strata of financial ability. Modern democracies consider this forbidden
as the 'free market' has to 'self regulate'. This is why Google is allowed to mine and spy on all
humans on earth and nobody can step in and force it to just stop doing it.
The jews are whining that Germany has failed on the "GREAT EXPERIMENT", and they forcibly
attack Europe in the Judenpresse. "Oy vey, the program to create the Aryan into racial
frankenstein is failing! HaShit help us!". Rabbi Shlomo got a heart attack when he heard the
news.
Plato also said in the case where a Demonic being exists aka someone like Hitler, they should
be allowed to exercise full power on their sector completely, with associates and spiritual
aristocracy keeping a watch on them from all sides regardless. This is when you have an
enlightened leader or in times where nations require dire control in order to keep living. When
beings like that do not exist, then we revert back to enlightened aristocracy.
Who would rule with an orderly fist and sensible and godly compassion towards the people
based on spiritual empathic understanding. With people being able to choose and give
information of what they think about important subjects. And without constant shifts of

leadership that destroy a nation quickly. This is just a verbal expression of the system Egypt
followed. And it simply worked.
Ruling people is not some sort of job or career as it's made today, one has the responsibility of
the life of such people and only the jew has been sick to say this is a job rather than literally an
existential obligation and necessity. Nor it is fun as many politicians make it. Politics should be
the raising of existential burden. Career politicians are just people that sit there to get paid and
to steal. And this is why the modern world works that way, if Soros pays enough, they open the
borders.
Politics during the current system is just a manifestation of agents to fool the people and further
the globalist agenda. Where do all presidents put their hand upon to take an oath...The Jewish
bible or the Quran. And what does this manuscript say...To devote one's self and leadership so
the jews can enslave the earth.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Jack wrote:If they wanted to get workforce and gain a boost in the economy why not create
work permits and award jobs to legal migrants for a certain period of time before they go
back to their original homes. There are many qualified people who would definitely accept
such a deal. However,most of the migrants these people bring in are ISIS war criminals and
savage rapists with no qualifications and no work experience. Its a literal invasion. Donald
Trump has the balls to call out the migrant caravan at least as such. At least someone's in
their right mind

This is exactly what they do not want. They don't want to take in valuable and decent people in
our countries to help them advance without the negative bullshit. Because these people
eventually leave or just advance the whole planet and this is something the enemy order does
not want. Then they return back to their home countries financially attained and knowledgeable
and they boost their country as well. Another sore in the ass of the jews.
There are some actual scientists and good programmers and such who will just stay in remote
villages in India, who stood on their own for decades what other lazy 'migrants' will never even

know in 20 years in state paid uni's, and while terrorists just roam freely in London to have fun
while cashing in free cash for the rest of their life paid by the stupid goyim.
Another thing that could easily be done is just increase the birthrates. It's not that hard. Most
people don't have kids not because they are fucking around and are dumb, but because they do
not have finances and a house to do these things. The financial burden of children is what
scares people off of having children same as their expenses. Which boil down to superficial
amounts in reality that the state could give to all new parents. And help boost the birthrates a
lot. In just one generation Europe would have doubled the population it has or at least raised it
by solid 25% to 40%. And in two generations aka around 25 years solve all the so called
'demographic problems'.
There are people in Germany for 50 years that didn't even give a fuck to learn German and they
just believe Germany needs to be turned to Turkey. This is insane. Imagine going into Turkey
and saying it should be turned into Lebanese or something. People would fucking riot you on
the spot. France has un-treadable ghettos where ISIS is literally having headquarters in there.
1, 2 or even 5% of migrants controlled in a country is nothing really bad, if migration is controlled
and everyone is like minded and respects the native population and knows why they are here,
and that they aren't going to steal their countries and be 'equals'.
But to have what is approaching 20% of foreigners who want to impose their culture on them in
your native land is sickening and alarming. Even the kikes such as Emmanuel Macaroni of
France are alarmed by that shit, as they know, when Arabs and Somalians will be the main
demographic in France, the jews will get exterminated and there will be nothing of them to steal
from France anymore. This makes them feel uneasy as many jews live in France. There are 3rd
generation migrants in Germany who simply do not give a fuck about anything German. And
they shouldn't. Because it's unnatural for them to relinquish their heritage too, so they aren't
doing anything 'negative' but this behavior leads to other problems. This shit with
multiculturalism simply doesn't work.
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